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words. This would be expanded later, perhaps by his secretary-
if he happened to have one at the time.
His method of work was particularly baffling to William T.
Croasdale, who as managing editor of The Standard was always
conscious of having to meet deadlines and who had a weekly
tussle with the procrastinating editor to get his copy in on time.
Frequently George would consult office boys or repair men, or
whoever happened to be handy, about the structure of a sen-
tence. This exasperated Croasdale but Louis F. Post understood
it perfectly. "It was no idle habit though it seemed so to some of
us/' he wrote (in The Prophet of San Francisco.) "The reason
that Henry George gave for it was that English should be writ-
ten so as to be understood by even the least literate reader."
His rules for expression were few—"Make short sentences,
avoid adjectives, use small words/' But in spite of his effort to
simplify his writing, he was aware that his books could not
always be assimilated at first reading. To Josephine Shaw
Lowell he wrote, "I ask you to read Progress and Poverty again.
With the exception of your father and perhaps a few others, I
have never known anyone who got the argument clearly in one
reading. I do not think the fault is in the book—it arises from its
scope and the necessary connection between the links of a
logical chain/*14
He was a prodigious reader, devouring works of history,
biography, and poetry. He possessed that enviable gift of being
able to quote on demand a useful phrase out of the storehouse
of his memory. It was the dramatic rather than the lyric quality
which he loved best in poetry. He wrote to Dr. Taylor when
his friend sent George some of his verses, "It is good, but why,
when the great struggle is on and history is being made, will you
go off into the woods and play the flute? I should rather see you
put your lips to the trumpet!" *5
He found it difficult to approve "a piece of art without high
purpose/*16 In 1881 he had written Francis George Shaw, T
have been reading again the extract you gave me from The
Light of Asia. It rings in my memory like sweet music," A few
weeks later he wrote, "I send you Arnold's translation of the
Gita Gowda, which you tell me you had not seen. It is a litde
the worse for wear for I have read it over and over/*17
Early he taught his children Leigh Hunt's "Abou Ben Adhem"
and Julia Ward Howe's "Battle Hymn of the Republic." If asked

